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1. Creates a warmer sounding attack. Scrape off too much and the attacks can sound thin.
2. Also creates warmer attacks. At first it will lower the pitch of reed, but as the reed breaks in, it 
can help stabilize pitch.
3. Creates easier response. Scrape off too much from this area and the reed will lose depth of tone 
quality and sound ‘tippy.’
4. At first it will lower pitch, but as the reed breaks in this is one of my favorite spots to remove cane 
because taking off tiny scrapes will make the reed easier and more efficient to play. It will also stabilize 
pitch and can raise the pitch of the low register!
5. Opens up the opening at the tip. This can improve articulation (La Scala!) and make the reed re-
spond more immediately. Take off too much and the reed will lose warmth in sound.
6. Helps close down the sides of the reed and will help you make diminuendos and crescendos.
7. Improves response in low register. At first, scraping here will increase the vibrancy of the reed, but 
then as the reed breaks in, scraping this area might help the reed close down and can raise the pitch.
8. Increases vibrancy and response. Scrape too much and the reed will go irredeemably flat.
9. Increase vibrancy, flexibility, and response. If a reed feels too tight, scraping here will make the reed 
feel more open and free blowing.  It is very easy to scrape too much here which causes your reeds to 
go irredeemably flat.
10. If you create a deeper divet between the windows and heart, the reed can open up more which 
causes the low notes to respond more easily and causes articulation to have more depth in tone. Scrap-
ing too much will cause the tip of the reed to open up too much and make the reed flat. More infor-
mation can be found on the “Scraping Diagram” page, but scooping cane out will make the reed lower 
and add more depth to the articulation. Stopping the knife so there is a catch will not make the reed 
open up as much and keep the reed from dropping in pitch too much.
11. Increases the depth of tone and response. At first it will make the reed go lower in pitch, but as the 
reed breaks in you may find that scraping here closes down the reed and makes it easier to keep the 
pitch higher.
12. Makes the reed easier to respond in low register and adds more depth to the tone.
13. Makes the reed open up and more flexible. Avoid scraping this area until all other options have 
been tried or the tip will open up too much causing the reed to go flat.
14. (Just below #6) Closes down the reed. Last resort and possibly necessary if the sides of the gouge 
are too thick.
15. Closes down the reed and adds more cushion to the response for a warmer responding reed.
16. Closes down the reed and makes low notes easier to respond. Might be necessary to scrape if the 
center measurement of the gouge is too thick.

A Few General Rules:

Scraping more cane will make the pitch lower and make the reed respond quicker and more easily.

Scraping to make the reed close down will cause the pitch to sit higher. Scraping to make the reed 
open up will cause the pitch to go lower.

A reed with no slopes will generally close down while a reed with more definition between the tip, 
heart, and back will tend to stay more open.
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shaper tip and 10.25 mm 
diameter cane.
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Total Length - 70 mm

Bottom Cor-
ners of  Tip - 
65 mm

Top of the Heart - 66 
mm

Windows Start at 62 mm

Leave about 3 mm of bark above the 
thread

Measurements taken on 
a reed using a Mack + 
shaper tip and 10.25 mm 
diameter cane. If you use 
a wider shape or wider 
diameter cane, you may 
want to add 1-2 mm to 
these measurements!47 mm staples
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